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Abstract. Information access systems, such as search engines and rec-
ommender systems, order and position results based on their estimated
relevance. These results are then evaluated for a range of concerns, in-
cluding provider-side fairness: whether exposure to users is fairly dis-
tributed among items and the people who created them. Several fairness-
aware ranking and re-ranking techniques have been proposed to ensure
fair exposure for providers, but this work focuses almost exclusively on
linear layouts in which items are displayed in single ranked list. Many
widely-used systems use other layouts, such as the grid views common
in streaming platforms, image search, and other applications. Providing
fair exposure to providers in such layouts is not well-studied. We seek
to fill this gap by providing a grid-aware re-ranking algorithm to opti-
mize layouts for provider-side fairness by adapting existing re-ranking
techniques to grid-aware browsing models, and an analysis of the effect
of grid-specific factors such as device size on the resulting fairness opti-
mization. Our work provides a starting point and identifies open gaps in
ensuring provider-side fairness in grid-based layouts.

1 Introduction

Information access systems (IAS) — search engines, recommender systems, and
similar — provide utility to their users, by retrieving relevant results, but also
to the providers of the items (authors, artists, etc.) by exposing them to users
who may read, purchase, or otherwise consume their creations. Providers re-
ceive both economic and reputational benefit from this exposure; however, a
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system may not always fairly allocate exposure to items, as some items may
receive less exposure than others of similar relevance [26, 38]. This disparate ex-
posure [38] may lead to unfair outcomes for item providers on either individual
or group bases. Item providers or producers are often associated with sensitive
or protected group attributes such as race, gender, religion, age, and other demo-
graphic attributes and items with similar relevance may receive unfair exposure
in ranking based on their group membership [24, 47]. Provider-side fairness in
ranking seeks to correct this imbalance and ensure the fair allocation of exposure
across item producers and providers in system results. Several re-ranking tech-
niques have been proposed to improve result fairness [25, 27, 33, 34, 38], and the
TREC Fair Ranking track [32, 49] provided multiple tasks for which participants
optimized their systems for both fairness and relevance. However, these efforts
are limited to linear ranked lists, while many production IAS display results in
grid-based layouts. The problem of optimizing ranking in grid layouts for fair-
ness has received limited attention so far. Chen et al. [46] proposed one of the
few grid-based re-ranking techniques, but did not consider fairness; re-ranking
technique suitable for optimizing provider-side group fairness in grid layouts are
still unknown.

Moreover, fair ranking metric scores vary depending on user browsing behav-
ior and user browsing behavior varies across ranking layouts [37, 48, 52]. Hence,
for the same set of ranked items, user attention can vary for the items depending
on how they are displayed to users, resulting in different degrees of fair exposure
to their providers. There is limited research on user browsing behavior in grid
layouts, but the browsing models that are available have not yet been incorpo-
rated into ranking or layout strategies for fairness. Raj & Ekstrand [52] showed
that a ranking that is optimized for fairness in linear layout may not preserve its
fairness when rearranged into grid layout. Moreover, the geometry of grid layouts
change depending on the user’s device, as the number of columns changes with
screen size. Therefore, fair grid layouts need to consider both suitable browsing
models and the specific layout geometry to boe used. Our work helps fill this
gap by providing the first re-ranking technique to optimize provider-side group
fairness in grid layouts.

We adapt a commonly used re-ranking techniques from linear layouts and
modify it for grid layout by incorporating grid-aware browsing models. Since de-
signing fairness-aware re-ranking techniques for ranking in grid layouts depends
on ranking design, user browsing behavior, and column size or user device, we
study the impact of column sizes and browsing models on our method.

Our experimentals addrss the following research questions:

– RQ1. Does incorporating grid-aware browsing models to existing re-ranking
technique improve fairness for results in grid layouts?

– RQ2. Does a ranking in a grid layout optimized for fairness on one device
remain fair for other devices?

– RQ3. How can we optimize ranking in grid layouts for various screen sizes?

Our simple and re-configurable re-ranking approach for grid layout advances
provider-side group fairness in IAS beyond simple linear ranked interfaces. As
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more specific user attention models are developed in the future for ranking in
grid layouts, they can be plugged into our proposed method to provide more
accurate fairness optimization. Our analyses also provide an initial guidance for
practitioners to design more fine-tuned re-ranking approaches for grid layouts
that may consider item metadata, tasks, and domain, and open several future
research directions towards fairness concerns in additional layouts and variants.

2 Background and Related Work

This section provides background on grid-layout suitable user browsing models
and fairness-aware re-ranking techniques in IAS.

2.1 User Browsing Models

Users do not provide equal attention to every position in ranked results [26], item
at the lower position of a ranked list will not receive similar attention as the item
at the top position. Since user attention varies across positions in ranked results,
the position weight for each position in ranking depends on how users browse
the displayed ranked results.

There are several user browsing models to demonstrate user browsing behav-
ior in linear ranked lists. Cascade [11] and geometric [12] are two popularly used
user browsing models to infer the probability of user visiting an item in a par-
ticular position in ranking. These models differ in their underlying components
and parameter settings but can be cast as different configurations of the same
model. In both geometric and cascade models, user attention or position weight
decays exponentially with ranking positions but in cascade browsing model, user
selection probability is a function of item relevance.

To implement grid layout-aware evaluation metrics, it is important to under-
stand how users provide attention to items in grid layout or how user attention
changes across items when they are displayed in a grid layout. Tatler [9] observed
the central fixation tendency where users provide more attention at the center
of the page but Djamasbi et al. [17] and Zhao et al. [22] found that users usually
show an F-shaped reading pattern by focusing on the results located at the top
left-hand side. The viewing pattern is dependent on task, content, and complex-
ity of the web pages [8]. Xie et al. [23] showed various user browsing behaviors
in grid layout in e-commerce search results and they showed that users show
row-skipping, slower-decay, and middle-bias while browsing items in grid layout.
Users often skip rows while browsing ranked results in a grid layout and they tend
to show higher attention to the middle position of columns in ranking. More-
over, user attention decays slowly across items in grid layout than linear list. Raj
& Ekstrand [52] provided modified versions of geometric and cascade browsing
models incorporating grid layout-suitable row-skipping and slower-decay user
browsing behaviors and they implemented fair ranking metrics in grid layouts
by incorporating grid-aware browsing models.
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2.2 Re-Ranking Techniques

Several re-ranking and learning to rank (LTR) approaches have been proposed
to optimize ranking for utility [3, 5–7, 13, 14, 16, 27, 34, 35]. LTR methods learn
to rank based on scoring functions which is used to determine an optimized
ranking; individual items, list, or pair of ranked items are considered to measure
loss function against ideal ranking. Depending on the design of the loss function,
the LTR approaches are categorized into pairwise, point-wise, and list-wise ap-
proaches [30, 35]. Pairwise approaches are often based on the change in ranking
quality with the swap of each pair of items in ranking [15]. In RankNet [16]
and LambdaMART [5], ranking quality is optimized by predicting an optimal
ordering for each pair of items in ranked list before generating the final ranking.
In point-wise optimization approaches, the ranking model is trained to minimize
loss function determined from each individual item score [7]. In this approach,
each of the item in candidate set is scored independently based on the target
quality. Unlike previous two approaches, list-wise approaches consider the entire
ranked list and the ranking function is trained on the entire list based on the
minimization of the loss function [6, 10, 21].

Fairness-aware Re-ranking Techniques Fairness optimization in ranking
often involves trade-offs between utility and fairness score [19, 28, 31, 38], where
fairness-aware LTR and re-ranking approaches aim to improve fairness with min-
imum utility loss. Approaches to improve the fairness of algorithms, including
IAS rankings, are often categorized into pre-processing, in-processing, and post-
processing (typically re-ranking) techniques [44]. In pre-processing approaches,
the potential bias in datasets or training labels are investigated in order to iden-
tify and mitigate bias in ranking [41, 45]. In in-processing approaches, the IAS
algorithms or models are adjusted to optimize for fairness or a combination of
fairness and utility in the training phase [31, 42]. Post-processing approaches
take already-ranked results and reorder them to improve or optimize a fairness
objective [24]. Constraint optimization approaches have also been proposed to
re-rank results [28, 34, 38]; the optimization constraints often include both user
satisfaction metrics and fair ranking metrics to preserve a balance between fair-
ness and utility.

Various fair ranking metrics are used to measure fairness in ranking and
to determine the target fairness score. Provider-side fairness in ranking is often
measured by the discrepancy in between the expected exposure and the exposure
providers receive from ranking [26, 28, 38, 48]. Hence, fairness-aware re-ranking
techniques consider the optimization of the fairness score derived from the fair-
ness metrics. Liu et al. [34] proposed a personalized fairness-aware re-ranking
algorithm for micro-lending recommendations where each item from the initial
ranking will be assigned to a position in the displayed ranking based on the
optimization or maximization of personalization and group fairness. Singh &
Joachims [28] and Diaz et al. [38] considered exposure of provider-side in rank-
ing in their fairness-aware ranking optimization techniques. However, all the ap-
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Table 1. Summary of notation.

d ∈ D document or item
q ∈ Q request (user or context)
L ranked results of N items from D

L(i) the item in position i of linear (1-column) layout
L−1(d) rank of item d in linear layout
L(k, ·) items in kth row in grid layout
L(k, c) items in row k and column c in grid layout
y(d|q) relevance of d to q
Ei event: user examines the item at position i
Si event: user selects the item at position i
Ai event: user abandons the process after examining the item at position i
Kk event: user skipping the kth row.

proaches discussed above are proposed and implemented in linear ranked results
when items are displayed in single-column list.

In this work, we modify a pairwise swap re-ranking technique to optimize
ranking in grid layout for provider-side group fairness.

3 Problem Formulation and Proposed Approach

In this work, we consider a recommender system that recommends n items
d1, d2, . . . , dn ∈ D in response to information requests from users q1, q2, . . . , qm ∈
Q based on their relevance to the request y(d|q) and presents the results in a
wrapped grid layout L (notation summarized in Table 1). Items are associated
with producers or providers who in turn can be associated with demographic at-
tributes identifying them with one or more of g groups. We model group member-
ship of documents with group alignment vector G(d) ∈ [0, 1]g (s.t. ∥G(d)∥1= 1)
forming a distribution over groups; this allows for mixed, partial, or uncertain
membership in an arbitrary number of groups.

Wrapped grid layouts — in which a single ranking is laid out in a grid by
filling each row before wrapping to the next — are not the only grid-based layout
[52]; many systems such as streaming video platforms use multi-list grid layouts
where each row is a separate list of recommendations, possibly produced by a
different algorithm. We focus on wrapped layouts in this paper because there has
not yet been sufficient research on user browsing behavior in multi-list layouts
to produce the browsing models needed for fairness-aware re-ranking.

The ranking will be optimized for provider-side group fairness while pre-
serving a balance between utility and fairness. The purpose of this work is to
provide a preliminary approach to develop fairness-aware re-ranking techniques
for ranking in grid layout, so we focus on fairness optimization in a single-ranking
setting, leaving fair grid layouts in stochastic settings for future work. We use
the same grid-layout suitable browsing models to measure utility and fairness
for consistency.
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3.1 Layout Objective

Our layouts strive to provide both fairness and utility; both are measured with
a browsing model that accounts for grid-specific browsing behaviors instead of
the simple linear models typically used in fairness and utility metrics.

User Browsing Model In this work, we use the modified versions of geomet-
ric browsing models incorporating grid layout-suitable row-skipping and slower-
decay user browsing behaviors provided by Raj & Ekstrand [52]. We use the gen-
eralized and configurable framework [51] of user browsing models that adapts
row-skipping and slower-decay user behavior in geometric browsing model to
measure position weight in grid layout. For a given ranking in grid layout, the
visiting probability of item d in geometric-based row-skipping model is:

PRS(geometric)[Vd] =

row(d)∏
k=0

(1− γ)
∏

i∈L(k,·)

(1− ψ) +
row(d)∏
k=0

γ

 ∏
i∈row(d)

(1− ψ) (1)

and the geometric visiting probability of item d with slower decay is:

PSD(geometric)[Vd] = min(βrow(d)
∏

i=[0,L−1(d)]

(1− ψ), 1) (2)

Target Fairness To measure provide-side group fairness in single ranking lay-
out, we follow recommendations from the comprehensive analysis of fair rank-
ing metrics in [48] and use AWRF. Sapiezynski et al. [36] proposed attention-
weighted rank fairness or AWRF which measures the difference between group
exposure and configurable target distribution p̂ which represents the ideal expo-
sure distribution over groups. Attention vector and the group alignment matrix
is used to derive group exposure ϵL (ϵL = G(L)TaL) by aggregating the atten-
tion given to items of each group in proportion to their group membership as
represented by the alignment vector. Since our distribution difference function
in bounded by [0, 1], we invert it so that AWRF = 1 at maximal fairness to be
more directly comparable to the effectiveness metrics:

AWRF(L) = 1−∆(ϵL, p̂) (3)

Target Utility To measure utility in ranking, we consider an effectiveness met-
ric that consider items position weights in measurement. Moffat & Zobel [12]
proposed rank-biased precision (RBP) which combined a geometric browsing
model with binary relevance to measure the overall effectiveness of a ranking
in a manner similar to nDCG, but with a re-configurable browsing model. The
source of relevance can be the actual relevance judgement which generates RBP
or system estimated relevance which generates ˆRBP. For a given ranking L, the
rank-biased precision metric score is
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ˆRBP = ψ
∑

i=[0,L−1(d)]

y(L(i)|q)(̇1− ψ)i−1 (4)

where y(L(i)|q) is the systems estimated relevance score for the item in position
i and the stopping probability ψ is decaying exponentially with ranking position.
This metric can be adapted to measure ˆRBP in grid layout by incorporating grid
layout suitable browsing behavior. Thus, we modify the attention model used
in this metric by considering geometric-based row-skipping model (equation 1)
and geometric-based slower-decay (equation 2).

3.2 Re-Ranking Algorithm

Pairwise swapping re-ranking is a commonly used post-processing approach that
we adapt to optimize ranking in grid layout for provider-side group fairness. For
a given initial ranking L, we optimize the ranking by considering alternative
ranking position for each pair of ranked items and finally generate a fairness-
aware ranked result L′. Starting from the top of the list, for each position i, we
consider each potential swap with positions j > i, items swap their position and
temporarily generate a new ranking Li←→j keeping all the other items at the
same place. Then we measure the lift in fairness as ∆AWRF(L,Li←→j) and the
loss in utility as ∆RBP(L,Li←→j).

∆RBP(L,Li←→j) = RBP(Li←→j)− RBP(L) (5)

∆AWRF(L,Li←→j) = AWRF(Li←→j)−AWRF(L) (6)

Thus for each of the position i, we select the best swap by solving the maximiza-
tion of lift function, F (i←→ j|i, j ∈ {1, ..., N}, i < j):

F (i←→ j) = arg max
j∈i,...,N

{Λ∆AWRF(L,Li←→j) · (1− Λ) (1−∆RBP(L,Li←→j))}

(7)
Algorithm 1 shows the formal algorithm for optimizing grid-ranking for provider-
side group fairness. In each iteration, the item in position i is temporarily
swapped with items that are in higher position than i and for each respective
swap, it measures the AWRF improvement and inverse RBP loss. The swap that
gives the maximum lift in fairness score with minimum utility loss is selected
to generate a new ranking. Λ is used as a configurable balancing factor between
fairness and utility.

4 Experimental Setup

We now present an experiment with real-world IAS dataset to observe whether
and how the provider-side group fairness improves with our modified re-ranking
techniques, addressing the research questions laid out in the introduction.
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Algorithm 1 Fairness-Aware Re-ranking for Grid Ranking

Require: initial ranking L, user q, estimated relevance score y(L|u), balancing factor
Λ

Ensure: Re-ranked L′

1: procedure Re-rank(L)
2: L′ ← L
3: measure AWRF(L)
4: measure RBP(L)
5: for i ∈ 1, ..., N do
6: for j ∈ i, ..., N do
7: swap items in position i and j to generate Li←→j

8: measure ∆RBP(L,Li←→j)
9: measure ∆AWRF(L,Li←→j)
10: end for
11: i′ = argmaxj∈i,...,N{Λ∆AWRF(L,Li←→j) · (1− Λ) (1−∆RBP (L,Li←→j))}
12: if i′ ̸= i then
13: L

′
← Li←→i′

14: AWRF(L)← AWRF(Li←→i′)
15: RBP(L)← RBP(Li←→i′)
16: end if
17: end for
18: return L′

19: end procedure

4.1 Data and Algorithms

In this work, we use GoodReads [29] book dataset integrated with the PIReT
Book Data Tools [40] to obtain author metadata. This data records interactions
from 870K users with 1.1M books. Consistent with the prior research using
this data set [40, 43], we used LensKit [39] to generate 1000 personalized book
recommendations for 5000 test users with four implicit-feedback collaborative
filtering (CF) algorithms as configured by Ekstrand & Kluver [40]: user-based
CF (UU [2]), item-based CF (II [4]), matrix factorization (WRLS [18]), and
Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR [15]). The fairness goal is to be fair to the
book authors of different genders;3 the data contains 177K books by women and
283K books by men, with other books having unknown author gender.

4.2 Experiment Design

We optimize provider-side group fairness in grid layout using the modified re-
ranking technique considering two types of user browsing models. We also ob-
serve the affect of column sizes on fairness optimization in grid layout.

3 Due to limitations of the underlying data set[40], we are only able to consider binary
gender. We understand the potential harm of misrepresentation of gender in research
[50]; our methods in this paper are extensible to non-binary gender or other attributes
when suitable data is available.
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RQ1. Improvement of Fairness in Grid Layout To observe the group fairness
score improvement for provide-side fairness in grid layout,

– We implement the fair ranking metric AWRF to measure fairness in single
ranking. We use distribution of male and female authors in book dataset
to compute target distribution p̂. We compare the improvement of AWRF
score in the re-ranked grid ranking where 1 is the highest score of fairness.

– To measure utility, we implement effectiveness metric RBP.
– Both AWRF and RBP are implemented with grid-layout suitable browsing

models, row-skipping and slower-decay with column size 5.
– We use 0.5 as the default value of the fairness-utility balancing parameter

Λ.

RQ2. Consistency of Optimized Fairness Across Devices Based on user devices,
column size of grid layout changes. For example, Goodreads shows book recom-
mendations in grid layout and the column size changes across devices; books
are displayed in 5 columns on laptop, 2 columns on phone, and 9 columns on
iPad. Hence, the system can display the same set of items in various column
sizes depending on user device. Re-ranking the items by taking device size into
consideration can help to preserve fairness across devices because optimizing the
ranked results in grid layout for a particular device may not remain fair for other
devices.

– We observe if and how the optimized fairness score from a re-ranked grid
layout of column size n changes in other columns sizes.

– We optimize the grid-based ranked results with column size of 5 and use
that fairness-aware re-ranked results to measure provider-side group fairness
by changing column size to 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9.

RQ3. Preserve Fairness Across Devices Since item exposure varies across col-
umn sizes in grid layout which affect the fairness score for provider groups, we
want to preserve provider-side fairness across devices. With that goal,

– We implement the grid-aware re-ranking technique for multiple column sizes
to maintain group fairness across user devices and observe the change in
fairness optimization with the change of column sizes.

– We implement the grid-aware re-ranking algorithm for grid ranked results
with common columns sizes of 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9.

To observe the impact of browsing models on fairness optimization in grid
layout, we implement both group fairness metric and effectiveness metric in-
corporating grid-layout suitable row-skipping and slower-decay browsing models
with their default parameter settings.

4.3 Results

This section provide the results from our experiments.
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RQ1 Does incorporating grid-aware browsing models to existing re-ranking tech-
nique improve fairness for ranked results in grid layout?

Figure 1(a) shows that the AWRF score increases in all the recommenda-
tion algorithms for both row-skipping and slower-decay browsing models. We
do paired t-test [20] to observe the significance of this fairness improvement and
find that for the algorithms in both browsing models, the AWRF score improve-
ment is statistically significant with pval < 10−20. We round up the p-values
at α = 0.05 with Benjamini-Hochberg correction [1]. In both browsing models,
the fairness score varies across recommendation algorithms during both pre and
post-optimization showing the same patterns. For all the recommendation algo-
rithms, the fairness scores improves significantly for ranking in grid layout when
we consider grid-layout suitable browsing models. Figure 1(b) shows the RBP
score and Figure 1(c) shows the RBP ∗ AWRF score differences in between pre
and post-optimization. For the slower-decay browsing model, the combined score
improves in all the algorithms and the utility score improves after re-ranking.
The improvement does not hold for row-skipping browsing model. This observa-
tion emphasizes the importance of using grid-aware re-ranking technique while
optimizing ranked results displayed in grid layout.

(a) AWRF score difference (b) RBP score difference (c) Fairness-Utility trade-off

Fig. 1. Pre and post-optimization fairness and utility scores in grid layout with column
size 5

RQ2. Does a ranking in grid layout optimized for fairness in a device remain
fair for other devices?

RQ2 shows the impact of column sizes on fairness optimization in grid layout.
Figure 2 shows how fairness score for an optimized ranking changes with column
sizes. A fairness-aware re-ranked 5-column grid layout does not remain fair when
the column size is different and this pattern is true for all the algorithms. The
pattern is more notable in row-skipping browsing model for all the algorithms.
This result implies the need of considering appropriate column size to preserve
fairness for the same set of ranked items across devices.
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Fig. 2. An optimized grid layout with column size 5 is not fair for other column sizes.

RQ.3 How can we optimize ranking in grid layout for various screen sizes?
Figure 3 shows the improvement in fairness scores after optimizing rank-

ing in the grid layout for various column sizes and the result shows a consis-
tency in fairness improvement across column sizes. For all the considered column
sizes, AWRF score improves significantly in all the recommendation algorithms
(pval < 0.0001 rounded at α = 0.05 with Benjamini-Hochberg correction) after
optimizing ranking in grid layout using grid-aware browsing models. By look-
ing at figure 3, we can see that fairness score varies with the change of column
sizes and this pattern remains consistent even after optimization in all the algo-
rithms for both browsing models. This result shows that, fairness optimization
of a given grid layout of column size n should consider the same column size
while measuring position weight using browsing models to improve fairness in
that ranking.

Discussion Through our experiments we provide insights on the impact of
device sizes and browsing models on fairness optimization in grid layout. We
have made following observations from our analysis.

– It is possible to improve fairness in grid layout if we can make re-ranking
techniques grid-aware by incorporating grid-layout suitable browsing mod-
els. However, the improvement in fairness score can vary depending on user
browsing models. This observation highlight the importance of considering
suitable browsing models while measuring and optimizing group fairness in
grid layout. Understanding how users browse grid layout and identifying
various browsing tendencies can help to develop more accurate fairness op-
timization technique for grid layout.

– Device size is an important factor in improving fairness in grid layout. Opti-
mizing provider-side group fairness in ranking in grid layout with a particular
column size will not remain fair with the change of column sizes. Hence, a
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(a) Row-skipping browsing model (b) Slower-decay browsing model

Fig. 3. Improvement in fairness across column sizes in grid-aware browsing models

ranked result which is optimized for fairness while displaying in phone will
not remain fair while displaying in a laptop. Therefore, to preserve fairness
across devices, a retrieved results displayed in a particular device needs to
be re-ranked considering the appropriate column size while displaying in
another device.

– The consistency of fairness score across column sizes varies based on browsing
models. For row-skipping browsing model, the fairness score varies notably
across column sizes but for slower-decay, the fairness scores are more consis-
tent across column sizes. This observation emphasizes the need of selecting
suitable browsing model and column size while optimizing ranking in grid
layout for provider-side group fairness.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we work towards filling a gap in the research area of provider-
side group fairness in ranking in IAS by studying fairness improvement in grid
layout. We modify a widely used fairness-aware re-ranking technique to make it
grid-aware by incorporating grid-layout suitable user browsing models. We im-
plement the modified grid-aware re-ranking technique in real-world IAS dataset
to observe the fairness improvement in ranking in grid layout. Our analysis
shows that device size and user browsing models are crucial factors in designing
fairness-aware re-ranking technique to optimize provider-side group fairness in
grid layout in IAS.

This work opens up several potential research directions in improving provider-
side fairness in grid layout. Our work shows the importance of using accurate
user browsing models in fairness optimization for grid layout. User browsing
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behavior in ranking in grid layout has not received much attention yet, hence,
further research work on understanding user browsing behavior in grid layout
will help ensuring fairness in grid layout with minimum utility loss.

Moreover, in this work, we do not consider multi-list grid layout where items
are displayed in multiple categories. Re-ranking technique designed for wrapped
grid-layout may not work for multi-list grid layout because in multi-list grid, each
rows represents different genre or categories. Moreover, same item can appear in
multiple rows. Hence, future work is needed to optimize multi-list grid ranking
for fairness by considering unique features and suitable user browsing models for
multi-list ranking.

We believe this work will provide researcher and practitioners an guideline
on what to expect while designing an optimization technique for fairness in grid
layout and what factors to consider carefully.
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